
Ability Descriptions 

Kids & Adult Group Lessons 

 

Never Ever You have never skied/snowboarded before or maybe you have been once 

but you would like to start from the beginning at the Learning Area. 

Suggested Lesson: Telus Learn to Ski/Ride package includes Lesson, Lift pass and Rentals 

 

Confidence Builder You have been skiing/snowboarding a few times. You would be happy to 

start your lesson at the Learning Area and build confidence in your skills. 

You would like to learn how to safely ride the chairlift and discover some 

new runs.  

  

Cruiser You are confident on the Green runs but the Blue runs look intimidating. 

You would like to be able to ski/ride down some steeper runs and also try 

exploring some un-groomed trails and some easy trees and bumps.  

 

Please be aware that for Group Lessons we require a minimum of 3 participants per level. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ability Descriptions 

Kids & Adult Private Lessons 

 

Never Ever You have never skied/snowboarded before or maybe you have been once 

but you would like to start from the beginning at the Learning Area. 

Suggested Lesson: Telus Learn to Ski/Ride Upgrade, Private lesson, Lift pass and Rentals 

included 

 

Confidence Builder You have been skiing/snowboarding a few times. You would be happy to 

start your lesson at the Learning Area and build confidence in your skills. 

You would like to learn how to safely ride the chairlift and discover some 

new runs.  

  

Cruiser You are confident on the Green runs but the Blue runs look intimidating. 

You would like to be able to ski/ride down some steeper runs and also try 

exploring some un-groomed trails and some easy trees and bumps.  

 

Challenger You can ski/ride most Black runs but you would like to improve on your 

technique and get down with more style and/or more speed. You might 

be looking to improve the skills needed to ski/ride the bumps or trees 

more fluidly.  

  

Expert You can ski/ride almost everywhere on the mountain. You are looking to 

fine tune your technique and maybe discover some new chutes that will 

challenge you skiing.   

 

 


